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RISKY BUSINESS
Superstars of  

Risk Management  
& Due Diligence
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Meet the companies that stay ahead of the curve with their unique suites of services that  can 
yield great benefit to your business in today’s competitive and challenging environment. These 

companies stand out as strategic partners that will help leading companies manage the risks that 
come with increased regulatory scrutiny and constantly changing policies. Flip through the pages 

and find your next best fit.

SPECIAL ADVERTORIAL SECTION
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ALACRITY SERVICES

KEY PERSONNEL

Jonathan Miko
Chief Executive Officer 

Keith Hemmer
Business Development Officer

Vincent Patane
Operating Officer

Cristan Newton
VP of Business Development

COMPANY HISTORY: Alacrity 
Services began in 1999 in 
Atlanta, Georgia. Today, they are 
headquartered in Eugene, Oregon, 
and have a second office in 
Charlotte, North Carolina.

STAFFING: 
 » Employees: 160
 » Independent Network 

Contractors: 1,750

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE:
 » Approximately 99 percent 

nationwide coverage, including 
Hawaii and Alaska

CONTACT INFO:
Dawn Ponder
Business Development Specialist, 
866.953.3220 x3050, 
businessdevelopment@
alacrityservices.com

CORPORATE DETAILS: 360 East 10th Ave., Suite 400  |  Eugene, OR 97401  |  AlacrityServices.com  

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: Alacrity Services is a nationally 
recognized contractor network services company that 
facilitates top-quality restoration, repair, and mitigation 
services to a variety of clients across a number of 
industries, including insurance, REO, commercial, 
property management, REI, and investor asset solutions. 
Alacrity’s network of independent service providers 
has been built through thorough credentialing practices 
to ensure quality, integrity, and stability. Their model 
incorporates proprietary workflow management 
software and leverages top-to-bottom industry 
experience to provide exceptional support throughout 
the lifecycle of each assignment. The retail footprint 
and material- and product-sourcing capabilities of their 
parent company, Lowe’s Home Improvement, allows 
Alacrity to provide their clients with unique access to 
innovative, value-added opportunities. Altogether, these 
resources result in customizable, turnkey repair solutions 
that get Alacrity’s clients’ damaged and debilitated 
properties back to preloss or marketable condition 
efficiently and cost effectively.

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS: The core of Alacrity’s 
business is their national network of credentialed 
service providers. Their extensive screening process 
includes: business history and profile, financial stability, 
insurance coverage, and background checks. Alacrity 
also regularly monitors network contractors to ensure 
they maintain these credentialing standards. Contractor 
performance is tracked, scored, and rewarded in order 
to incentivize quality and efficiency. Alacrity’s field and 
support staff develops strong professional relationships 
with network contractors so that contractors are 
comfortable operating within the expectations of the 
network. These practices allow them to ensure that their 
clients and their clients’ customers can be confident that 
their projects will be handled professionally.

Quality is of utmost importance. In addition to 
pursuing top-quality work through screening practices 
and tracking contractor performance, Alacrity also 
requires network contractors to provide industry-
standard warranties on materials and workmanship. 
Alacrity’s own Quality Assurance guarantee is then 
provided as an additional level of protection for their 
clients and their clients’ customers. Alacrity also actively 
tracks customer satisfaction through post-project 
surveys administered by a third party.

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?
 » Boots on the ground: experienced field staff that 

knows contractors and can put eyes on projects
 » Right-sized contractor network: Alacrity maintains 

the right number of contractors aligned with the 
volume of work 

 » Customization of services: Alacrity can tailor their 
offerings to any clients’ needs

 » Paying Agent Solution (PAS): proprietary accounting 

and payment processing system enabling ACH 
transfers and protecting funds through secure, 
transparent process

 » Ability to leverage materials and product sourcing of 
Lowe’s retail stores, bringing homes back to preloss 
condition more efficiently and quickly

WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS: 
Alacrity’s nearly two decades of experience in the home 
repair and restoration business allow them to provide 
their clients with immense value but above all, their high-
touch customer service is what drives their results. Each 
client is assigned a dedicated account manager and 
along with other critical roles, comprehensive support is 
delivered during the course of every job:
»» Regional»Field»Managers»(RFM):»experienced field 

staff who live in the market and work with contractors 
on-site, ensuring any potential issues are avoided.

»» Customer»Service»Group»(CSG):»the designated in-
office points of contact who monitor the timeliness of 
work orders, provide technical troubleshooting, and 
work in tandem with the Regional Field Managers to 
ensure that each job is progressing as scheduled.

»» Restoration»Services»Specialist»(RSS): a Lowe’s 
representative focusing solely on the support of 
Alacrity Services network contractors to utilize all 
available resources, maximize value, and deliver 
efficiencies to product selection and fulfillment.

WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS: The combined 
power of Alacrity’s  extensive network of credentialed 
contractors, their experienced field and support staff, 
and their technological tools make Alacrity Services 
the perfect solution for those in need of a managed 
contractor network and supporting services. Alacrity 
commits fully to providing their clients with customized 
solutions and has built their company on a foundation of 
professionalism, communication, and responsiveness.

WHAT INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND 
MILESTONES HAS YOUR BUSINESS ACHIEVED: 
 » Eighteen years in business as of 2017
 » Named a 2016 Top Workplace by The Oregonian
 » Launched Resolve powered by Lowe’s 

(ResolveByLowes.com) in 2016, connecting 
consumers, property managers, and investors 
directly to Alacrity’s contractor network and benefits
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CLAYTON HOLDINGS LLC

KEY PERSONNEL

Jeff Tennyson
President

Andy Pollock
Chief Revenue Officer

Tony Neske
SVP, Transaction Management

John Levonick
Director of Regulatory Compliance

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES,  
AND PRODUCTS: Clayton Holdings 
LLC, a subsidiary of Radian 
Group Inc. (NYSE: RDN), provides 
risk-based analytics, residential 
loan due diligence, consulting, 
surveillance, and staffing solutions. 
The company’s subsidiaries include 
Green River Capital (customized 
REO asset management and single-
family rental services), Red Bell Real 
Estate (advanced AVMs, BPOs, 
and technology to acquire and 
track performance of loan portfolios 
and NPLs), ValuAmerica (national 
title and appraisal management 
company and vendor management 
technology provider), and Clayton 
Euro Risk (global services).

CORPORATE DETAILS: 2638 S. Falkenburg Road, Riverview, FL 33578  |  877.291.5301  |  203.712.8805 fax
sales@clayton.com  |  Clayton.com  

CORPORATE PROFILE: Clayton provides information 
and services that financial institutions, investors, and 
government entities use to evaluate, acquire, securitize, 
service, and monitor loans and asset-backed securities. 
Clayton conducts its business with uncompromising 
transparency and integrity and its employees are 
committed to upholding solid principles of corporate 
governance. As part of its overall governance, Clayton’s 
system of internal controls includes organizational 
design, written policies and procedures, operating 
practices, and controls to protect people and 
assets. This integration of key activities helps identify 
irregularities and reduces risk to a reasonable level as 
quickly as possible. 

COMPANY HISTORY: Founded in 1989, Clayton 
pioneered both the residential due diligence and servicer 
surveillance industries. Since that time, Clayton has 
performed due diligence file reviews on more than 
12 million loans and has performed surveillance and 
oversight on more than $2 trillion in original balance.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: Clayton offers unparalleled 
breadth and depth and is uniquely positioned to 
bring impartial, effective solutions to current market 
challenges and provide the most robust experience to 
its clients. The company is confident that its clients will 
realize great benefits from Clayton’s experience, advice, 
customized services, and objectivity. 

KEYS TO SUCCESS: With the support of its parent, 
Radian, Clayton is continuing to invest significantly in 
infrastructure and resources to create more innovative 
solutions and expand to new markets. The company 
now offers Asset Representatives Reviewer Services to 
maximize transparency and value for security investors. 
Last year, Clayton was the first company in the industry 
to receive rankings from Morningstar Credit Ratings LLC 
as both a Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities Deal 
Agent and as a Residential Representation and Warranty 
Reviewer. In both categories, Clayton was ranked MOR 
RV2 with a forecast of “Stable.” In addition, the company 
opened a consulting office in Silicon Valley to help serve 
the number of growing financial technology companies 
being formed in the San Francisco Bay Area, particularly 
those involved in the mortgage and consumer lending 
markets. Clayton is helping these companies bridge the 
gap between the innovative technology being developed 
and the reality of operating in a highly regulated, well-
entrenched industry by providing consultants, operating 
procedures, and data. 

ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS:
Pioneering»the»Residential»Loan»Due»Diligence»
Industry
 » Largest and longest-standing due diligence firm in 

the industry
 » Due diligence workforce of hundreds of underwriters 

and team leads
 » Clayton is an approved S&P and DBRS RMBS third-

party review (TPR) provider and meets the standards 
of Moody’s, Fitch Ratings, and Kroll Bond Ratings for 
presecuritization due diligence. 

Pioneering»Credit»Risk»Management/Loan»
Surveillance
 » Possesses a broad and vast array of historical 

transaction data
 » Significant experience performing targeted reviews 

of assets to assess compliance with representations, 
regulatory and legal requirements, investor 
guidelines, and settlement agreements, performing 
over 150,000 such reviews per year

 » Depth of experience that includes providing advisory 
services, asset management services, and loan 
review/due diligence for all property and credit types 

Regulatory»Knowledge
 » Clayton offers expertise in major regulatory 

compliance guidelines, including TILA, ATR/QM, 
RESPA, FACTA, HMDA, and the NRSRO rules. 

 » Clayton was selected by Weiner Brodsky Kider 
to provide loan review expertise in their CFPB 
Examination readiness program. 

Team»of»Industry»Experts
 » Beyond tools and technology, Clayton offers 

an experience team of motivated, hard-working 
industry experts. Clayton’s employees are 
outstanding at what they do and their knowledge 
and professionalism are consistently recognized and 
acknowledged by our clients. 

 » Clayton’s subject-matter experts have held significant 
positions in the banking and residential real estate 
industries and bring years of lending and operating 
experience to Clayton. The company’s project 
teams possess best-practice knowledge of banking, 
finance, and residential real estate operations, 
from origination through servicing, workouts, and 
REO. They perform in-depth analyses of both the 
quantitative and qualitative aspects of all forms of 
residential real estate management, loan file reviews, 
and servicing. 
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THE KLR GROUP

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND 
COVERAGE AREA: National. 

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND 
PRODUCTS: 
 » Credit, compliance, and 

valuation reviews/due-diligence 
within the residential mortgage 
markets:

 » Agency QC/compliance audits, 
reviews

 » MSR pre and post acquisition 
review

 » NPL/RPL investor reviews
 » General QC/QA/audit reviews, 

pre/post funding

Segments»supported:
 » Risk management
 » Servicing
 » Trade desk
 » Underwriting
 » Deal management
 » Due diligence
 » Litigation 
 » Resource solutions

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS: The KLR 
Group methodology incorporates 
excellence, urgency, and ownership 
within a continuous improvement 
environment. Having the right people 
doing the right services utilizing 
experience, communication, and 
accountability throughout the service 
delivery.

CORPORATE DETAILS: 10 Hammond Way, Andover, MA 01810  |  978.475.1940  |  info@theKLRGroup.com

theKLRGroup.com  

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: The KLR Group provides 
on-demand mortgage due diligence delivering services 
that fulfill unique, one-off, project based client needs. 
Having worked for the top lenders, investors, and service 
providers in the residential mortgage industry, The KLR 
Group utilizes a unique set of experiences and capabilities 
when developing and delivering services to meet client 
specific needs. An unwavering attention to detail, quality, 
and client requirements combined with a unique on 
demand delivery methodology consistently drives quality 
and performance.

COMPANY HISTORY: The KLR Group was created by a 
group of industry veterans to deliver a better on-demand 
based due-diligence service through a unique model that 
offers clients a higher level of quality, better alignment of 
risk, and results. Through years of watching companies 
grapple to find successful growth strategies while building 
the operations to support the strategy, The KLR Group 
was built to be a “concierge” of consulting services, 
supporting single project and client defined requirements. 

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE: The KLR Group services 
every level of compliance in residential lending. Including 
loan files, for lenders, servicers, and investors. 

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS:   
On-demand project centric means The KLR Group 
employs specific tools/resources and personnel to meet 
the specific needs of individual clients and projects. 
Personnel are staffed as needed, and have the specific 
experience needed to deliver results to the individual 
project.

ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS: 
The KLR Group’s individual team members have worked 
with these clients and companies: 
 » Citi 
 » Bank of America
 » Deutsche Bank 
 » Wells Fargo 
 » Morgan Stanley 
 » BB&T 
 » Goldman Sachs 

WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS: 
Results include the information necessary to support 
continuous client process improvements. Higher level of 
quality means lower defect rates, and alignment of risk 
tolerances with results delivers more reliable review outcomes.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE EXPERTISE: KLR combines 
a thorough knowledge of regulatory compliance/
requirements, tools and resources with a technology and 
rules driven platform. Regulatory compliance requires 
knowledgeable input within a services solution (back-end) 

that also provides the improvement information necessary 
on the front end. The KLR Group has the people, 
tools, best practices and technology to improve client 
performance not just report results.

WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS: Each client is 
treated individually with specifications and implementation 
built for each case. The KLR Group utilizes a unique 
technology platform that fully supports individual client 
requirements, rules, tolerances, and importantly—full 
reporting to meet client performance needs. Including 
defect frequency and exceptions at the loan and pool/
portfolio level. 

SEGMENTS SUPPORTED:
 » Agency QC 
 » Compliance Audit
 » Credit
 » Compliance 

RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN FILE SERVICES
 » Audit
 » Regulatory
 » Whole loan buy/sell
 » Pre/post  

funding default
 » Nonperforming

LITIGATION SUPPORT
 » Rep and warrant adherence review
 » Deal specific documentation review
 » Trade stipulation letters, terms, and conditions
 » Production data
 » Complaint work flow and deliverable strategy
 » Consistency planning–approach findings 

coordination with counsel and experts
 » Categorize findings
 » Expert witness

VENDOR OVERSIGHT
 » New vendor/partner selection and review
 » Existing vendor/partner audits

TRIAGE APPROACH: TACTICLE – RESULTS – 
IMPLEMENTATION – ANALYSIS – GOAL - EXPERTISE
A specific delivery methodology built into every engagement 
that incorporates all components of quality (industry, mar-
ket, investor, agency, lender, servicer, regulatory) require-
ments into an implementation, delivery and improvement 
program.

 » PWC
 » Fannie Mae
 » UBS 
 » Fifth Third Bank
 » Freddie Mac
 » Merrill Lynch

 » Valuation
 » Origination
 » Securitization

 » Deal management
 » QA/QC
 » Underwriting
 » Service review
 » Client defined review
 » Staffing Solutions
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MIAC ANALYTICS

KEY PERSONNEL

Rob Branthover
Managing Director,   
Secondary Solutions Group

Joe Furlong
Managing Director, Due Diligence  
and Borrower Analytics Group

Steve Harris
Managing Director,  
Whole Loan Brokerage Services
 
Sachit Kumar
Managing Director, Software Sales

Dan Thomas
Managing Director,  
MSR Brokerage Services

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND 
COVERAGE AREA: 
 » USA, Puerto Rico, and Europe. 

MIAC-Acadametrics, Ltd is 
based in London, England. 
MIAC/MDS (Mortgage Delivery 
Specialists) is based in 
Milwaukee, WI.

CORPORATE DETAILS: 521 5th Avenue, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10175  |  212.233.1250  
products@miacanalytics.com  |  miacanalytics.com   

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: For over 25 years, MIAC has 
been the preferred provider of mortgage asset analytical 
software, (MIAC Analytics™),  MSR and whole loan 
valuation and brokerage services, secondary market, 
and MSR hedge advisory solutions to the financial 
community.

COMPANY HISTORY: Since 1989, MIAC has built 
mortgage pricing models for whole loans and MSRs. 
In the early 1990’s, MIAC pioneered the hedging of 
MSRs by leveraging our Option-Adjusted Spread risk 
models. In the early 2000’s, MIAC became the market 
leader in secondary market hedge advisory services 
and analytical software. After the financial crisis, 
MIAC leveraged historical loan performance data to 
build behavioral models (Core™) that are integrated 
into Vision™, our Balance Sheet/Income Statement 
simulation suite. MIAC Analytics also offers residential, 
commercial, and consumer loan due diligance services 
leveraging our VeriFi™ due diligance managament 
solution in tandem with MSR and whole loan brokerage 
activities.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 
MIAC Analytics services loan, MSR valuation, fully 
validated pricing, and risk management software 
solutions, including Current Expected Credit Loss 
(CECL) solutions and Comprehensive Capital Analysis 
and Review (CCAR) stress testing.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS:
 » MIAC Analytics – a comprehensive suite of software 

solutions from loan-level due diligence and data 
auditing to asset pricing calculators to entire balance 
sheet and income statement simulation.

 » Provides the largest independent third-party 
valuations for residential and commercial mortgages 
and MSRs.

 » MSR and whole loan brokerage services.
 » Loan file due diligence services and project 

management solutions.
 » State-of-the-art CECL and CCAR solutions either 

fully outsourced or software licensing solutions.
 » Independent Risk Retention Analysis on new 

securitizations. 

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS: 
No other firm has the breadth of mortgage experience and 
industry-leading technology to value as many financial 
instruments as MIAC, with valuation experts proudly 
serving over 450 clients worldwide. 
 » OpenBox Technology
 » Asset brokerage
 » Hedge advisory services
 » MIMs™ - Mortgage Industry Medians
 » GSA’s™ - MSR Pricing Service 

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS: 
Clients can either license fully validated, MIAC Analytics™, 
or fully outsource all the analysis to the MIAC professional 
staff for asset pricing, MSR or secondary hedging, credit 
risk model building, and use in CECL or CCAR balance 
sheet/income statement simulation.  No other firm offers 
as wide a range of asset pricing and risk-management 
solutions as MIAC.

WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS: 
 » Clients can grow their relationship with MIAC through 

comprehensive product and service offerings. 
Starting with hedging pipeline with MarketShield™ 
and migrate to MSR valuation and hedging, VAST™.   
Then understand liquidity risk with Core™ and 
Vision™.     

 » Given the importance of data quality, MIAC’s VeriFi 
and DataRaptor-Surveillance are industry leading 
tools to enrich the quality of the data handling for 
model building, asset valuation, or measuring current 
expected credit losses (CECL).

WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS: 
MIAC is able to integrate industry expertise with a 
software development process to create innovative and 
analytical rigorous tools and solutions.  MIAC Analytics 
services the clients’ needs and creates practical and 
effective solutions.

WHAT INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND 
MILESTONES HAS YOUR BUSINESS ACHIEVED:
 » MIAC provides more third-party asset valuations for 

residential and commercial mortgages and MSRs than 
any other firm.

 » MIAC Analytics is licensed to model and price more 
loan and MSR assets than any other analytics software 
in the financial industry.

 » Over $2 trillion in mortgage assets are priced and 
hedged with MIAC Analytics each month. 

 » More MBS are priced with MIAC’s MIMs prepayment 
dealer consensus survey than any other prepayment 
survey.
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REDITUS

KEY PERSONNEL

Jodi Gaines
Vice Chair

Steve Mowers
President

Chris Ball
Director of IS 

Sean Snook
SVP & Chief Compliance Officer

Jacque Gardner
VP Client Relations

STAFFING
 » Number of company employees: 

20

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA: National

CONTACT INFORMATION:
231 East Avenue
Albion, NY 14411
585.590.5422
Reditusis.com

CORPORATE DETAILS: 231 East Avenue, Albion, NY 14411 | 585.589.2991 | Jodi.Gaines@Reditusis.com  

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: Reditus Investor Services, 
LLC, a subsidiary of CRFS Holdings was formed in 
2016. Reditus provides information and services that 
financial institutions, investors and asset managers use 
to evaluate their investment and bottom line results

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE: Members of the Reditus 
executive team are actively engaged in MBA committees 
and advocacy, Legal League and Five Star Government 
Forum. Reditus is dedicated to staying ahead of complex 
and continuously changing regulations, providing expert 
consultation, and above all, delivering undoubtedly better 
results.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES & PRODUCTS: 
 » Due diligence of non-performing loans with a focus on 

compliance, timeline, and expense management risk.
 » HUD audit review and preparation.
 » Post-acquisition/claim forensic analysis.
 » QA review of claims filed with written summaries 

provided highlighting root cause/remediation 
recommendations. 

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?:
Reditus utilizes a team of default industry experts 
that allows them to improve the bottom line for their 
clients. In the non performing due diligence space they 
have identified important areas of risk that would have 
otherwise gone unnoticed. This allows their clients to 
make informed decisions on bidding and acquiring 
loans. In the HUD Audit space Reditus has successfully 
saved their clients hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
With respect to their post acquisition/claim forensic loss 
analysis efforts they have identified, on average, recovery 
and process improvement opportunities in excess 
of $5,000 per loan. Reditus is able to meet strict due 
diligence timeframes and provide detailed and executive 
summaries of risks identified.

WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS?: 
Reditus’ services allow clients to streamline their recovery 
process through Reditus’ cost-effective and highly 
compliant services. In addition to Reditus offering cost-
effective and compliant solutions, they work very closely 
with their clients to make sure that their clients recoveries 
are as high as possible and Reditus provides regular 
feedback through analytics showing where their common 
losses are occurring. This enables them to identify and 
fix gaps in up-stream processes that are ultimately 
hurting their bottom line. The Reditus Analyst has years 
of experience in the claim filing space. When performing 
the investor level services, this experience allows Reditus 
to detect red flag items within the historic documentation 
that are not obvious to others.

WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS?: Partnership 
with our clients is one of the biggest key’s to our success. 
We gain confidence and respect by having timely and 
meaningful communication, reporting and proven results.  
We also have a team of highly experienced, motivated, 
critical-thinkers who can create and implement strategies 
to deliver superior service and results to our clients.  
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ZVN PROPERTIES, INC.

KEY PERSONNEL

Bryan Lysikowski 
CEO (Co-Founder)

Rick Hoback
President (Co-Founder)

David Dolan, 
COO

Jeff McHenry 
EVP Customer Relations

Brad Bordelon 
VP Hazard Claims

Terry Yosten 
VP of Multi-Family Construction

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE

All 50 US States Puerto Rico, Virgin 
Islands, Guam

Number of company employees: 72

Size of property inspector network: 
1000 

Business Lines, Services, 
and Products
Property Preservation/Mainte-
nance, Property Inspections, 
Repair/Renovation, Hazard Claim, 
Commercial/Residential Property 
Management 

CORPORATE DETAILS: 957 E. Cherry St, Canal Fulton, OH 44614 | 330-854-5890 | zvnproperties.com 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: ZVN is a minority-owned 
full service national provider of property preservation, 
inspection, repair, rehab and hazard claim recovery 
services in the residential and multi-family housing 
markets.  With neighborhood stabilization as a primary 
focus, ZVN utilizes its enhanced technology platform 
and in-house resources to provide the best results for 
our clients’ needs. 

COMPANY HISTORY: ZVN co-founder Bryan Lysikowski 
was working as a real estate investor when an associate 
solicited his expertise on distressed properties. Bryan 
quickly recognized a void within the field services 
industry and saw an opportunity to build something 
great, simply by upholding the core principles of 
honesty, integrity, and clear communication. He teamed 
up with co-founder Rick Hoback to form ZVN Properties 
in 2004, and they’ve grown this small regional firm into 
a national world-class company that is deeply rooted in 
what clients describe as a performance-based culture 
with the vision to adapt to changing trends. 

INDUSTRY AWARDS/MILESTONES/RECOGNITIONS:
ZVN Milestones:
2004: ZVN founded
2007: ZVN expands to national coverage
2010: ZVN surpasses 5000 assets serviced
2010: ZVN adds Repair and Renovation Division
2011: ZVN adds Inspection Division
2013: ZVN surpasses 1 million properties inspected
2014: ZVN adds Commercial Preservation Services 

Division
2014: ZVN opens new office space in Ohio
2015: ZVN adds Hazard Claim Division
2015: ZVN opens new office in Dallas, TX
2016: ZVN adds Multi-Family Construction Division

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: With a strong foundation of 
leadership, experience, and expertise, ZVN has built a 
unique value proposition that offers unmatched service 
and support to our business partners. 

COMMITMENT - Our nationwide network of independent 
inspectors and contractors are dedicated to providing high-
quality service with accurate results, quickly and efficiently. 
At ZVN, we understand that commitment to efficiency and 
reliable service are key factors to maximizing returns of our 
client’s assets. Our dedicated service teams are committed 
to providing outstanding service! 

COMMUNICATION - ZVN’s office consists of a 
motivated and trained staff dedicated to providing 
support to both clients and vendors. Our committed 
team believes communication is not just a required 
standard, but the core strength of our company.  

KEYS TO SUCCESS: The ZVN team offers a full range of 
knowledge in property preservation, inspection, repair/

renovation, property management and hazard claim 
services. Experienced Manage ment team with and in 
depth understanding of GSE, VA and HUD servicing 
guidelines that have a direct impact to the client and 
all aspects of the property preservation business. 
Exceptional controls in every aspect of the business with 
flexibility to meet the unique needs of each customer. 
Our management staff represents nearly 100 years of 
combined experience. Their knowledge keeps ZVN 
positioned for growth in a changing industry.

KEYS TO SUCCESS: Full range of knowledge in property 
preservation, inspection, repair/renovation, property 
management and hazard claim services beginning with 
field based experience to partnering with contractors 
throughout the country. Experienced Management and 
employee staff base with an exceptional range of GSE, VA 
and HUD servicing guidelines that have a direct impact 
to the client and all aspects of the property preservation 
business. Exceptional controls in every aspect of the 
business with flexibility to meet the unique needs of each 
customer. Our management staff represents nearly 100 
years of combined experience. Their knowledge keeps 
ZVN positioned for growth in a changing industry.    
 
GUIDING BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY: ZVN leads with integrity! 
Every employee, every customer and every field contractor 
are equally important to delivering a high quality product 
that is admired by customers and industry peers.    
  
CORPORATE STRATEGY/GOALS:  We are cultivating 
new opportunities with our continued growth in our 
two Dallas based divisions, Hazard Claims and Multi-
Family Construction. Focusing on developing new, and 
strengthening our existing client relationships will continue 
to be a part of our corporate strategy as we continue to 
anticipate, expand, and explore value added business lines 
based on evolving industry trends.   

COMMUNITY ADVOCACY: ZVN has taken a position 
in our industry to advocate in the urban communities 
and create cleaner safer neighborhoods. ZVN works 
closely with code enforcement officers, municipalities, 
and local community associations to obtain a clear 
community vision and vivid sense of involvement needed 
in improving neighborhood life. ZVN partners with local 
and small businesses, minority contractors, landscapers, 
and tradesmen in reversing blight by establishing 
neighborhood empowerment through neighborhood 
revitalization programs in urban communities. Building 
strong and lasting partnerships is the core of ZVN’s 
commitment to improving our industry with integrity 
driven values. That is the difference you can count on!

CONTACT INFO 
Bryan Lysikowski
330.854.5890
Bryan.L@zvnproperties.com


